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Abstract
Since January 2014 this note and a manuscript entailing it have shown that the syntactic implication
‘Minimal linear time invariant state space representations if dynare’ is false, with consequences on
the vector autoregression representations of the states in the outputs. In 2020 the dynare team
materially adopted the remedy of reducing its representations to minimal ones, as this note and the
manuscript entailing it had been suggesting. The interested dynare user must still manually reduce the
representation to minimality.
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1. Introduction
In the main, dynare is a CEPREMAP [1] dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model solver for
Matlab or Octave.
According to Franchi and Paruolo [5], Komunjer and Ng [7] show that dynare delivers non-minimal linear
time invariant state space representations; such is not (immediately) verifiable. In December 2013 dynare
programmer Johannes Pfeifer communicated to this author on the dynare internet forum through private
messages (see appendix) that dynare delivers minimal linear time invariant state space representations; this
author denied it. This author circulated manuscripts proving it since January 2014, from the University
of Rome “Tor Vergata”, some of which were extended to the dynare series team for consideration and
submitted to academic journals, unsuccessfully. In January 2016 this author mentioned his finding to
dynare programmer Marco Ratto during an interview at the Joint Research Centre in Ispra. In March
2020 dynare programmer Johannes Pfeifer indicated on the dynare internet forum that dynare augments
its minimal linear time invariant state space representations to non-minimal ones. In January 2020 dynare
programmer Willi Mutschler had written a code allowing dynare to deliver minimal linear time invariant
state space representations and in May 2020 he linked to it on the dynare internet forum.
Until Mutschler’s code, this note and the manuscript “Structural shocks empirical recovery under
minimal linear state space systems” entailing it showed dynare’s failure to deliver minimal linear time
invariant state space representations, which compromised the check for vector autoregression representations
of the states in the outputs: they suggested the remedy eventually coded by Mutschler. This note presents
its years long finding in a definitive fashion, logically and explicitly showing why Mutschler’s code was
necessary, responding to what an anonymous referee of Economics letters had commented in October 2015
(see appendix) to the manuscript “Structural shocks empirical recovery under minimal linear state space
systems” entailing it.
The only remark today left to make is that dynare adopted the remedy materially, not formally, for
computational reasons, so that the manual reduction to minimality be still required by the interested
dynare user.
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2. State space
Let function f : Rn → Rn, ∀n ≥ 1, give rise to the first order linear heterogeneous difference equation
xt = Axt−1+But, ∀t ∈ Z, xt ∈ R
nx , ut ∈ R
nu , A ∈ Rnx×nx and B ∈ Rnx×nu . It is the transition equation
of a linear time invariant state space representation in discrete time, in which xt is a vector of states and
ut a vector of inputs. The transition equation is also called state equation; inputs are also called controls
(i.e. shocks).
Let M ∈ Rny×nx give rise to Mxt =MAxt−1+MBut ←→ yt = Cxt−1+Dut, ∀yt ∈ R
ny , C ∈ Rny×nx
and D ∈ Rny×nu . It is the measurement equation of a linear time invariant state space representation in
discrete time, in which yt is a vector of outputs; M is called measurement or observation matrix. The
measurement equation is also called observation equation; outputs are also called observables.
Assume that D be non-singular and thus square: ny = nu. Solve for ut in the measurement equation
and plug it into the transition equation: yt = Cxt−1 + Dut −→ ut = D
−1 (yt − Cxt−1) −→ xt =
Axt−1 + BD
−1 (yt − Cxt−1) −→ xt =
(
A−BD−1C
)
xt−1 + BD
−1yt = Fxt−1 + BD
−1yt. Notice that
F ≡ A−BD−1C.
Let operator L : Rnx → Rnx give rise to Lxt = xt−1. Solve xt = Fxt−1 + BD
−1yt back-
wards: xt = Fxt−1 + BD
−1yt −→ (I − FL)xt = BD
−1yt −→ xt = (I − FL)
−1
BD−1yt −→ xt =∑∞
j=0 F
jLjBD−1yt −→ xt =
∑∞
j=0 F
jBD−1yt−j . Notice that xt =
∑∞
j=0 F
jBD−1yt−j is causal if and
only if F is stable, namely, F ’s characteristic polynomial eigenvalues are less than one in modulus: |λF (λ)| < 1
for F (λ) = F − λI in det [F (λ)] = 0, so that (I − FL)−1 =
∑∞
j=0 F
jLj ←→ I = (I − FL)
∑∞
j=0 F
jLj .
Plug xt =
∑∞
j=0 F
jBD−1yt−j into the measurement equation: yt = C
∑∞
j=0 F
jBD−1yt−j−1 +Dut.
3. VAR and minimality
Fernández-Villaverde et al. [3] prove that yt = C
∑∞
j=0 F
jBD−1yt−j−1+Dut is a vector autoregression
of infinite order V AR (∞) if F is stable: there exists a VAR of xt in yt. Ravenna [8] and Franchi and
Vidotto [6] prove that yt = C
∑k
j=0 F
jBD−1yt−j−1+Dut is a vector autoregression of finite order V AR (k)
for k <∞ if F is nilpotent, namely, F ’s characteristic polynomial eigenvalues are zero: λF (λ) = 0.
Franchi [4] and Franchi and Paruolo [5] remark that F ’s stability is sufficient but unnecessary for a
VAR of xt in yt, because a stable, minimal F could give rise to one: in minimal linear time invariant state
space representations the impulse response functions of the transition equation and the coefficients of the
VAR representation of xt in yt are invariant (see Franchi [4]). Thus, F = Fm’s stability is both sufficient
and necessary for a VAR of xt in yt.
A minimal linear time invariant state space representation is computed in three steps. Step A.
Construct controllability matrix C =
[
· · · Anx−1B
]
and observability matrix O =
[
· · · CAnx−1
]⊤
. Step
B. If rank nx = rC , the representation is controllable: x¯ct, A¯c, B¯c, C¯c, C¯c and O¯c; go to Step C. If
nx > rC , construct similarity transformation matrix T = [CrC vnx−rC ] such that x¯cc¯t = T
−1xt, A¯cc¯ =
T −1AT , B¯cc¯ = T
−1B, C¯cc¯ = CT , C¯cc¯ = T
−1C, O¯cc¯ = OT . The representation is controllable in the
first rC rows: x¯ct, A¯c, B¯c, C¯c, C¯c and O¯c; go to Step C. Step C. If nx¯c = rO¯c , the representation is
controllable and observable (i.e. minimal): x¯cot = x¯mt, A¯co = A¯m, B¯co = B¯m, C¯co = C¯m, C¯co = C¯m
and O¯co = O¯m. If If nx¯c > rO¯c , construct similarity transformation matrix T =
[
O¯cr
O¯c
vnx¯c−rO¯c
]⊤
such
that x¯coo¯t = T
−1x¯ct, A¯coo¯ = T
−1A¯cT , B¯coo¯ = T
−1B¯c, C¯coo¯ = C¯cT , C¯coo¯ = T
−1C¯c, O¯coo¯ = O¯cT . The
representation is controllable and observable (i.e. minimal) in the first r
O¯c
rows: x¯cot = x¯mt, A¯co =
A¯m, B¯co = B¯m, C¯co = C¯m, C¯co = C¯m and O¯co = O¯m. Notice that reducing the representation to
observability before controllability leaves the algorithm unvaried: the order is a matter of (synthetic)
expedience.
Consider the case of C = 0. Notice that nx > rO = 0, so that xmt = Fm = |λFm(λ)| = 0; specifically,
xmt = Amxmt−1 +Bmut ←→ 0 = 0 and yt = Dut. Yet, F ’s stability would be unnecessary for a VAR of xt
in yt, because F = A−BD
−1C = A and |λA(λ)| R 1.
4. dynare state space
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Following the Blanchard and Kahn [2] solution algorithm of linear rational expectations models, dynare
gives rise to the unique and stable solution Xt = [a c]
⊤
pt−1 + [b d]
⊤
ut, ∀Xt = [pt nt]
⊤
, in which pt ∈ R
np
is a vector of predetermined states (i.e. appearing only at t and t − 1) and nt ∈ R
nn is a vector of
non-predetermined states. In economics they are also respectively called backward and forward looking
states; in economics they are also respectively called states and controls, but in control theory controls are
what economics calls shocks.
dynare constructs the transition equation by selecting the first np rows of Xt and the measurement
equation by selecting the measurable rows thereof (i.e. the measurable rows of the first np rows of Xt):
xt = pt and yt =Mxt =Mpt.
If pt is fully measured then F = 0, because M = I, and dynare tautologically gives rise to a minimal
linear time invariant state space representation. In all other cases the syntactic implication ‘Minimal linear
time invariant state space representations if dynare’ is false, as proven by the permanent income model
counterexample below: D 6−→ MR, since ∃x ∈ U such that Dx ∧ ¬MRx, in which D ≡ dynare, MR ≡
Minimal representation, x ≡ counterexample and U ≡ universe (i.e. domain of discourse).
5. Minimality in dynare
Consider the permanent income model: ct = ct−1+σw
(
1− r−1
)
wt (consumption); ypt = σwwt (income);
st = ypt − ct (savings). wt ∼ N
(
0, σ2
)
is an income shock modelled as a white noise; r, σw ∈ R are
structural parameters, namely, the real interest rate and income shock variance; let r = 1.2 and σw = 1.
Let ypt be measurable and construct the linear time invariant state space representation: xt =
[ct ypt st]
⊤
; yt = ypt; A = [(1 0 0) (0 0 0) (−1 0 0)]
⊤
; B =
[
σw
(
1− r−1
)
σw σwr
−1
]⊤
; C =
[0 0 0] ; D = σw.
Compute F, F (λ) and |λF (λ)| : F = A; A (λ) = [(1− λ 0 0) (0 − λ 0) (−1 0 − λ)]
⊤
; |λA(λ)| = 02, 1.
There does not exist a V AR (∞) of xt in yt.
Construct O and record rO : O = [(0 0 0) (0 0 0) (0 0 0)]
⊤
; rO = 0. Then xmt = Fm = |λFm(λ)| = 0;
specifically, xmt = Amxmt−1 +Bmut ←→ 0 = 0 and yt = Dut ←→ ypt = σwwt. There exists a V AR (k) of
xt in yt.
In dynare formally xt = ct, A = 1, B = σw
(
1− r−1
)
, C = 0, D = σw and F = A = |λA(λ)| = 1 :
there does not exist a V AR (∞) of xt in yt. Notice that nx > O = rO = 0, so that xt 6= xmt = 0 and
F 6= Fm = |λFm(λ)| = 0 : there exists a V AR (k) of xt in yt. To execute this place ABCD_test.m inside the
dynare ‘Matlab’ folder; run FVetal2007_ABCD.mod with ypt as the only measurable variable; construct O
and record rO by running Obs=[C] and ro=rank(Obs); compute Am, Bm, Cm and Dm = D by running
[Am, Bm, Cm, Dm]=minreal[A, B, C, D]; compute Fm and λFm(λ) by running Fm=Am-Bm*inv(D)*Cm
and eig(Fm).
dynare materially adopts minimal linear time invariant state space representations through Mutschler’s
code.
6. Conclusion
This note’s conclusion prescribes the subjective adoption of Mutschler’s code to the end of computing
minimal linear time invariant state space representations in dynare.
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Appendix
Extract of private messages of dynare programmer Johannes Pfeifer to this author in
dynare internet forum (December 11-12, 2013).
Economics letters comment to manuscript “Structural shocks empirical recovery under
minimal linear state space systems” (October 13, 2015).
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